**President appoints Ghilarducci**

Teresa Ghilarducci, associate professor of economics at the University of Notre Dame, has been appointed by President Clinton to the advisory committee of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC). Ghilarducci will represent employee organizations as one of three new appointees on the five-person advisory committee.

The PBGC is a federal agency created in 1974 to help the Employee Retirement Income Security Act to guarantee payment of basic pension benefits earned by more than 41 million American workers and retirees participating in 58,000 private-sector defined benefit pension plans.

"The new members bring extensive pension expertise to the advisory committee," said U.S. Secretary of Labor Robert Reich, who chairs PBGC's board of directors.

"We look to their sound counsel as we work to assure that retirement promises to our nation's working men and women are kept," he said.

As a member of the PBGC's advisory committee, Ghilarducci will provide counsel on policies and procedures of the corporation's investments and stewardship of terminated plans, as well as on other matters determined by the board. A specialist in pension policy, Ghilarducci holds bachelor's and doctoral degrees in economics from the Universities of California and Berkeley.

She is a board member of the Higgins Center for Labor research at Notre Dame and is the author of the award-winning book, "Labor's Capital: The Economics and Politics of Private Pensions."

**Olympic diver recounts struggle as gay athlete**

By KELLY FITZPATRICK

News Writer

"The truth shall set you free," was the phrase that gave diver Greg Louganis the courage to reveal his homosexuality. The Olympic gold medalist tested positive for HIV in 1988, and was consequently forced to disclose his sexual orientation to his family and coach. In front of a large crowd at Stepan Center last night, Louganis recounted some of his struggles with his sexuality and illness.

Burdened with a speech impediment as a child, Louganis decided to pour his energy into physical activity. Clearly, his efforts were not for naught—some of his near-perfect dives were captured on the video that opened the lecture. While some may find it difficult to imagine the trials Louganis had to overcome in the world of athletics, the diver told of hearing things like 'Nobody wants to room with the fag.' And he saw signs reading 'Fag' in a circle with a line drawn through it, when traveling with his teammates. His agents and managers also forced to hold his true identity, according to Louganis.

You weren't encouraged to be yourself, to be open," he said.

"The secret of his sexual orientation and HIV status finally proved too much to bear alone," Louganis said, and so his accident during competition in the 1988 Olympic Games, he knew that he needed support. So he confided in his coach Ron O'Brien, who he said helped him find the strength to come back to win two gold medals after suffering his head injury.

**Louganis Lectures at University**

Greg Louganis lectured last night at Stepan Center on topics such as athletics and homophobia, HIV and AIDS awareness, and the overall difficulties related with announcing one's sexuality.

**Media questions publishing of Unabomber manifesto**

By MITCHELL LANDSBERG

Associated Press

NEW YORK—Journalists will argue for years about the agonizing decision made by the New York Times and The Washington Post to publish 35,000-word follow-up publications of the Unabomber's essay on the Unabomber, which appeared on page 4 of the July 17, 1995 New York Times.

The debate over the introduction of a debate card at Notre Dame continued last night at the Hall Presidents' Council's meeting.

The current idea for the debate card is to present it to the student body as an option that would encompass their meal plan, ATM needs and bookstore credit. HPC Co-Chairs Matt Slater and Kristin Beary stressed that the plan will be optional and is still in its early stages.

The current plan also has other stages of implementation, including the use of the debit card to purchase football tickets and to supplement meals in the Huddle for meals in the dining halls.

**Louganis reveals personal trauma**

Louganis lectured last night at Stepan Center on topics such as athletics and homophobia, HIV and AIDS awareness, and the overall difficulties related with announcing one's sexuality.

**Manifesto excerpt**

The following was taken from the Unabomber's essay on the Unabomber, which appeared on page 4 of the July 17, 1995 New York Times.

**Manifesto excerpt**

"Manifesto
debate continues in Council**

By BILL CONNOLLY

News Writer

The debate over the introduction of a debate card at Notre Dame continued last night at the Hall Presidents' Council's meeting.

The current idea for the debate card is to present it to the student body as an option that would encompass their meal plan, ATM needs and bookstore credit. HPC Co-Chairs Matt Slater and Kristin Beary stressed that the plan will be optional and is still in its early stages.

The current plan also has other stages of implementation, including the use of the debit card to purchase football tickets and to supplement meals in the Huddle for meals in the dining halls.

**Manifesto excerpt**

The following was taken from the Unabomber's essay on the Unabomber, which appeared on page 4 of the July 17, 1995 New York Times.

**Manifesto excerpt**

"Manifesto
debate continues in Council"
**New to New York: I'm sorry, sort of**

Holding a big red apple aloft, House Speaker Newt Gingrich said today that if he offered New Yorkers something he's been discussing "that all that the New York Times in New York," he said. "The people are wonderful, it's a great place to visit, a wonderful place to have a convention, and the people there are brilliant..."

I spotted some of the students' findings were published on a computer mailing list on the Web yesterday, and now I'm able to read them. I think it's the first of many such posts to come, and I'm excited to see what other groups and, when we saw it, we had our engineers work on it immediately," he said last Monday. The company said it would release a repaired version of the software within a week that can be downloaded from its web site (http://home.netscape.com).

Homer said the company was not aware of any security breaches, but they recovered by midafternoon today. Two University of California at Berkeley graduate students, Ian Goldberg, 22, and David Wagner, 21, found the flaw...I'm not sure if they could break the program's coding system in less than a minute. But the students' findings were published on a computer mailing list on the Web yesterday, and now I'm able to read them. I think it's the first of many such posts to come, and I'm excited to see what other groups and, when we saw it, we had our engineers work on it immediately," he said last Monday. The company said it would release a repaired version of the software within a week that can be downloaded from its web site (http://home.netscape.com).

Homer said the company was not aware of any security breaches, but they recovered by midafternoon today. Two University of California at Berkeley graduate students, Ian Goldberg, 22, and David Wagner, 21, found the flaw...I'm not sure if they could break the program's coding system in less than a minute. But the students' findings were published on a computer mailing list on the Web yesterday, and now I'm able to read them. I think it's the first of many such posts to come, and I'm excited to see what other groups and, when we saw it, we had our engineers work on it immediately," he said last Monday. The company said it would release a repaired version of the software within a week that can be downloaded from its web site (http://home.netscape.com).

Homer said the company was not aware of any security breaches, but they recovered by midafternoon today. Two University of California at Berkeley graduate students, Ian Goldberg, 22, and David Wagner, 21, found the flaw...I'm not sure if they could break the program's coding system in less than a minute. But the students' findings were published on a computer mailing list on the Web yesterday, and now I'm able to read them. I think it's the first of many such posts to come, and I'm excited to see what other groups and, when we saw it, we had our engineers work on it immediately," he said last Monday. The company said it would release a repaired version of the software within a week that can be downloaded from its web site (http://home.netscape.com).
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By ERIN MARTIN
News Writer

Sophomores, juniors, and seniors at Saint Mary’s College have most likely noticed a change in the landscaping surrounding Regina Hall.

Over the summer, landscaping responsibilities changed from the Sisters of the Holy Cross to Saint Mary’s College.

Up until this summer, Saint Mary’s College was leasing the land around Regina from the Sisters, who had always taken care of the land.

But now that the college owns it, the new hands are grounds. Superintendent Mark Kubacki and his crew.

Freshmen may have never heard the old Regina landscaping, which is quite different from the new look.

The statue of Mary used to be surrounded by thick bushes eight to ten feet high, but they are now gone allowing students to easily view the statue.

Bushes that once covered the windows were stripped, and new grass as well as white pines were planted.

Six more trees will be planted, three on either side of the main entrance. In the spring, flowers will be planted to add color.

Currently the grounds crew is cleaning up and preparing for finishing touches.

The changes around Regina were made with the wishes and safety of the students in mind, according to Kubacki.

“There were too many bushes,” Kubacki said.

“We left some to hide the parking lot,” he said of those along the lot in front of Regina.

At the end of September, students will be able to view before and after pictures of the landscaping in the lobby of Regina.

Kubacki’s crew consists of Lumar Grady, Dave Coleman, Lance Towne, Ellen Detterman and John Stephenson.

---

By BRIAN MURPHY
Associated Press

The threat of more ethnic butchery “hovers like a cloud” over Rwanda and Burundi, as the spirit of revenge overshadows reconciliations.

Pope John Paul II warned Tuesday.

“Today we think with sadness of the terrible ethnic conflicts that still fester, having taken so many innocent lives,” John Paul said at a Mass that attracted 350,000 people, the largest crowd of his African tour.

He spoke from a thatched tent in a Nairobi park.

The pope, on his third visit to Kenya in 15 years, urged “forgiveness and reconciliation.”

---
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SMC landscapes Regina Hall

Interstate 94 pileup claims four victims

Pope: Ethnic conflicts ‘still fester’

By BRIAN MURPHY
Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya

The threat of more ethnic butchery “hovers like a cloud” over Rwanda and Burundi, as the spirit of revenge overshadows reconciliations.

Pope John Paul II warned Tuesday.

“Today we think with sadness of the terrible ethnic conflicts that still fester, having taken so many innocent lives,” John Paul said at a Mass that attracted 350,000 people, the largest crowd of his African tour.

He spoke from a thatch-roofed altar overlooking a Nairobi park.

The pope, on his third visit to Kenya in 15 years, urged “forgiveness and reconciliation.”

---
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GRAND OPENING

Thursday and Friday
September 21-22, 1995
College of Business Administration
Lower Level

Common Stock
Sandwich Co.
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HPC continued from page 1

way for the University to make some money.

This open discussion of prestige logic was lauded by many members who questioned the HPC's role in campus affairs. Beary stated that the HPC should not just be a tool for the Senate and the Campus Life Council in providing information to the student body. Most members concurred that the HPC should also formulate ideas and discuss them, not necessarily to get the Senate and CLC to do, but before.

Karr and Hoefling brought up the point that the HPC meets every week while the CLC and the Senate meet once every two weeks. This gives the HPC the opportunity to not only discuss the issues before these groups, but also to get the opinions of the students body. Karr and Hoefling mentioned that since the HPC is the only one of the three groups directly elected by the student body, the students feel a closer connection to them and can discuss ideas with them through dorm meetings.

In other HPC news:

• The dates for fall dances were discussed for a second week in a row. 31 dorms will have dances on October 6, although the Morrissey and Pangborn formal will be held as a joint dance between the two dorms.

• It was announced that 3,000 kazoos will be passed out in dorms on Friday. The kazoos are an effort to counteract the cowbells that Texas tries to plan to use during Saturday's football game. About 700 kazoos will be passed out to each class.

• On Friday, a banner reading "You are in Our Hearts Forever" signed by Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students will be given to Coach Lou Holtz during the pep rally.

Students can submit personal wishes to Coach Holtz in the form of handwritten letters on 8 1/2 x 11 pieces of paper to be submitted to the student government office on the second floor of LaFortune or the library concourse from 7-9 p.m., either today or tomorrow.

• Sort Hall will be having a talent show for a half hour Fri-
day night during the pep rally.

Louganis continued from page 1

injury.

In his lecture, Louganis recounted his cancer struggle.

Last year, when he was pre-

sented with an award for his involvement in social causes through athletics, he received the award in honor of Tom O'Dell, the founder of the Gay Games and revealed his sexuality. He was greeted with shock and applause, and Olympic sponsors in the audience. But, Louganis continued from page 1

is not an easy one, according to the decision he had made.

Louganis' mother of his father and son finally formed a friendship while Louganis was struggling to end his relationship with the co-author of his book, whose name was Lauded by Senate affairs.

"The first person you have to come out to, is yourself," he said. "You've beaten so many odds, you're probably going to outlive me anyway, so I have nothing to worry about." Unconditional support such as that from his mother was something Louganis appreciated, and during the time that he was struggling to end his relationship with an abusive lover, his father was diagnosed with cancer. Not even truly close, the father and son finally formed a friendship while Louganis cared for his dying father. Yet, it was not until he was near death that Louganis' father offered his acceptance of his son's identity.

Returning to Louganis, his main source of support was his then-girlfriend, Susan Moore, and the untimely death left him temporar-ily feeling lost and isolated. However, Louganis, with the co-author of his book, Eric Marcus, brought him renewed strength.

Louganis said that he has also found solace in his involvement with the plays, "Jeffery," and "The Only Way Thing You Could Have Told Me..." both dealing with gay life. Through these works, Louganis has been given the opportunity to confront some of his fears.

"I died every night of a disease that is probably going to kill me," he said of starring in "Jeffery." Members of Gay and Lesbians of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College (GLND/SMC) responded to Louganis' lecture.

"That was the only way to keep these issues in the public eye," according to one University official. Louganis from page 1

"shows that people are open to discussing these issues," and that any tool that can be used to help people understand the difficulties of living with HIV and AIDS is needed.

Some of the students that attended the event agreed that the administration had not changed their position to recognize GLND/SMC for fear of losing funding.

"If we can have a tank in Nashville, The Freedom Forum First Amendment Center, called the decision "a sad precedent," that was unavoidable under the circumstances.

The Investment Banking Division of Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Invites the students of the University of Notre Dame to an information session on careers in investment banking.

All undergraduates are welcome to attend.
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Wednesday, September 20, 1995

Women's Resource Center

invites all students, faculty, and staff:

OPEN HOUSE

• Today from 3 to 6 pm *
• refreshments will be served*

WRC fall hours:

Sunday—Thursday
3 to 9 pm

located in the Student Government Office of LaFortune
Army incursion poses another threat to Serbs

By AIDA CERKEZ

SARAJEVO

Bosnian Serbs faced a new threat from the north today after a cross-border incursion of the Croatian army moved toward the rebel stronghold of Banja Luka.

Croatia's army, which has played a key role in the fighting in western Bosnia, moved south across the border overnight, taking the towns of Bosanska Kostajnica and Bosanska Dubica, the Slobodna Dalmacija newspaper said.

At the same time, Bosnian army troops in the northwestern Bratunac region moved east to retake Bosanski Novi, the newspaper added.

They claimed to have taken Saska Most, 25 miles west of Banja Luka, but Serbs appeared to be holding the town today.

The newspaper said U.N. spokesman Chris Gunness confirmed a cross-border Croatian attack, but said it was not clear how far the Croatian soldiers advanced. The United Nations has no presence on the ground in the region.

Hours later, State Department spokesman Nicholas Burns said in Washington, D.C., that the Bosnian and Croatian presidents had indicated to a U.S. mediator that their forces will cease the offensive against Banja Luka.

Burns said he had no details between Banja Luka and Sarajevo between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Thursday that the Serbs are willing to withdraw their guns for withdrawal today.

Involvement by the Croatian army is also breaking a difference on the battlefield: The army, which routed rebel Serbs in Croatia in just over three days last month, has become an efficient fighting force. There is also speculation that the Serbs pulled back with little resistance from some of the territory because they would be forced to cede the land under a U.S.-brokered peace plan all sides say they are willing to accept.

Large gains by the allies in western Bosnia have left the Serbs with only about half of Bosnia, compared to the two-thirds they held just weeks ago.

The attacks are not without peril for the victors. The Serb-led Yugoslav army may re-enter the war to protect Bosnian Serbs, and the gains made by Croats are straining the shaky federation of Croats and the Muslim-led Bosnian government.

Croats and Muslims started the Bosnian war as allies against the Serbs. The alliance broke down in vicious fighting in central Bosnia in 1993, was patched back together in 1994 by the United States, and the two sides are cooperating militarily. But they often still view each other with suspicion.

Finance Club Career Night


Sophomores - Juniors - Seniors

All Majors

Tuesday Evening, September 26 - 7:00 p.m. Atrium - New College of Business Building
Heart doctor recommends lifestyle changes

By BRENDA COLEMAN

CHICAGO

A Houston heart doctor says he has all but abandoned surgery in favor of a spartan diet, exercise and medication for his patients with heart disease.

Dr. K. Lance Gould, a professor of medicine at the University of Texas Medical School, is the lead author of a report on noninvasive therapy in Wednesday's issue of The Journal of the American Medical Association.

Gould says two powerful tools make the approach more promising than ever.

One is new cholesterol-lowering drugs. The other is PET scanning, a method of taking pictures of the heart without having to insert a dye tube into the organ, as required by angiography.

"With the PET scan being so accurate and vigorous cholesterol-lowering being so powerful, I now approach the whole problem noninvasively," said Gould, former head of cardiology at his Houston school.

Prescribing cholesterol-lowering drugs and a very low fat diet has afforded most of his patients protection from heart attacks or the need for surgery, Gould said. He has not published those results.

"If somebody can't do it (a cholesterol-lowering regimen) or it doesn't work, I certainly send them to surgery to fix them, but that's uncommon," he said by telephone Monday from Houston.

The nearly documented improvements in blood flow to the heart in patients who used an intensive lifestyle modification with diet, exercise and medication from fat: an hour daily of stress reduction techniques, such as yoga; and three hours weekly of mild to moderate exercise.

Gould's patients did not take cholesterol-lowering drugs. Gould says they have proven their worth since the study began, though Gould still favors omitting them if possible. And while Gould favors meditation, the stress reduction technique isn't a part of Gould's program, Gould said.

Gould reported in 1990 that after a year on his program, 22 patients with heart disease showed small but significant reductions in the blockages in their arteries. Nineteen patients on standard medical treatment—a recommendation to eat no more than 30 percent of calories from fat and to exercise—had worsening of their blockages.

The new report, involving 35 of the original 41 patients, found that small reductions in blockages were associated with significant improvements in blood flow to the heart.

Most people have thought the blockages were the main cause of chest pain or heart attacks, Gould said.

But spasms in the arteries, bleeding in the lining of the vessel, the variable tendency of patients protection from heart attacks or blockages, he said.

The study also establishes the reversal of heart disease, the authors said.

In some ways, the PET scan is superior, because it records heart function, rather than just revealing blockages in arteries, they said.

Lugar gets clean bill of health

By JOHN KING

WASHINGTON

GOP presidential candidate Dick Lugar gets a clean bill of health from his doctors, and credits a four-day-a-week jogging regimen with keeping him fit.

The Indiana senator decided to release a summary of his health history this week to coincide with his participation in two races, including the 17th Annual Dick Lugar Run & Walk next Wednesday in Indianapolis.

Lugar, 63, takes a synthetic thyroid medication to make up for a thyroid failure called hypothyroidism, and has a history of elevated cholesterol that doctors said was well controlled through diet and frequent exercise.

Dr. John Eisold, the attending physician for Congress, said by telephone Monday from Sausalito, Calif., where he directs the Preventive Medicine Research Institute, that lifestyle modifications can affect those mechanisms much faster than reducing blockages, he said.

The PET scan as a valid measure of the reversal of heart disease, the authors said.

Also notes that Lugar has mild allergies and occasional migraine headaches. Overall, Eisold reported, Lugar "is in excellent health and has a high level of cardiovascular fitness."

If Colin Powell has questions about the rigor of running for the presidency—or holding the office—he can put them to an expert this weekend.

Powell and President Clinton are among the guests scheduled to be on hand Saturday night for the Congressional Black Caucus annual meeting.
Marilyn threatens Bermuda

By MICHELLE FAUL
Associated Press

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS

Marilyn, the fourth hurricane to smash through the Caribbean in as many weeks, swung north to threaten Bermuda today, lashing the British colony with tropical storm force winds.

In its wake, tourists fled vacations they will never forget, residents frantically picked through the debris of their homes and relief officials mounted a massive effort to get food, water, and shelter to the thousands made homeless by the fury of the wind and rain.

At 11 a.m. EDT today, Marilyn was about 190 miles west-southwest of Bermuda, moving northeast with increasing speed and winds of 85 mph. It was expected to pass to the west later today.

Heavy surf advisories were issued today for the mid-Atlantic coast of the United States.

On St. Thomas, the airstrip was abuzz Monday and today with cargo planes, helicopters, chartered aircraft and people delivering prepackaged meals, water, tents and other help for stricken residents.

A portable air traffic control tower was being shipped by barge to help restore air service to the island's hurricane-damaged airport.

Relief also was flown to St. Croix, which with St. Thomas and St. John was hit by Marilyn's 130 mph winds late Friday and early Saturday. Thousands of people lost their homes; tens of thousands were left without water, power and telephone service.

The destruction, especially on St. Thomas, was astonishing. The hurricane damaged or destroyed 80 percent of the homes there, according to pre­liminary Federal Emergency Management Agency estimates. It also damaged 20 percent of homes on St. Croix and St. John, as well as destroying 100 homes and damaging another 250 on Culebra Island, off Puerto Rico.

It was hard to know where to begin the cleanup.

Eight yachts remained tossed along the main harbor boulevard today in downtown Charlotte Amalie. The Coast Guard, meanwhile, tried to use a wedge to dislodge the cutter Point Ledge from its perch on a pier and a bulldozer cleared utility poles from Veterans Drive to free up traffic.

Aircraft returning to Puerto Rico, meanwhile, brought hundreds of tourists whose vacations were ruined by the storm. At least 700 arrived in San Juan on Monday.

"Now I feel like it's finally over," said Lisa Hazel of White Lake, Mich. "That hurricane had to be the scariest experience of my life."

The total number of victims wasn't immediately known; search crews were canvassing remote areas of the islands to ensure everyone was accounted for. Authorities reported at least three people were killed in St. Thomas, two in St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, and one in St. John.

Off St. Thomas, the Coast Guard was searching for three people missing since two fishing boats sank Friday night.

FEMA, meanwhile, worked to open three food distribution centers for the public, said FEMA director James Lee Witt.

At least 1 million pounds of food was en route, as were heavy-duty drinking water. The Red Cross was sending about 25,000 pounds of supplies to St. Thomas and St. Croix, including plastic sheeting to cover homes exposed to the elements.

FBI agents were deputized as U.S. marshals to provide law enforcement and prevent more of the looting that occurred Saturday and Sunday.

Armored personnel carriers patrolled Charlotte Amalie's streets at night.

In the interior, workers cleared roads of entangled power lines and utility poles.
Desire to change remains despite lack of foundation

To all the dead revolutionaries and those still living, I salute. Which makes me wonder what is our legacy? What will we leave behind to those who will come after us. As it turned out, Brother Muhammed Shabazz, Malcolm X to many, was assassinated. We don't know any better, was a great revolt of a new generation. The evolution of the Black race from sub-human to human, and not only just human, but to enjoy the rights and privileges of humanism in the United States of America.

The 20th century was revolution. As it turned out, Brother Muhammed Shabazz, Malcolm X to many, was assassinated. We don't know any better, was a great revolt of a new generation. The evolution of the Black race from sub-human to human, and not only just human, but to enjoy the rights and privileges of humanism in the United States of America.
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South Bend opens a new chapter in bookstore history

By BRYCE SEKI
Accent Literary Critic

In the beginning there was Hammes, little Professor's and Waldenbooks and they were good. Then came Barnes and Noble and it is better. Just what makes Barnes and Noble Bookstores better than any other in the area? Is it their huge selection, their courteous employees, the cleanliness of the store, or the little extras they have that set them apart from your average book joint? It's actually a combination of all of these factors that makes Barnes and Noble the place for all your literary needs.

According to public relations coordinator Kirk Rockwell, the Midwestern-based Barnes and Noble has over 150,000 different titles in stock. The selection is so vast there is a map at the front of the store to guide customers to the store's numerous sections. Magazines are in abundance with nearly every title available, from People and Time to rather obscure titles such as Prison Life. According to Junior class president Mike Schwartz, "They've got the best magazine section I've ever seen. Any magazine I need I know I can find it there."

Literature and fiction sections are loaded as is the children's section which offers its own miniature tables and chairs for the younger members of the reading public.

Customer comfort is key for any good business. Throughout the store, tables and chairs allow customers to sit back and relax while browsing through their selections. Junior Brian Staadt appreciates this, "It's cool to have a place to sit down and read. You don't feel rushed plus if you read quick enough you don't have to pay for the book."

Great service is another plus for Barnes and Noble. One would think a place this large would suffer from a lack of attentive service. However, the Barnes and Noble staff is friendly and helpful. Numerous employees roam the floor, aiding wayward customers who are a bit overwhelmed at the immensity of the store. All are clearly dressed and willing to lend a helping hand.

Workers are knowledgeable and quick to answer any questions one may have. With five people manning the registers, the cashier lines move quickly and efficiently.

One of the more unique aspects of the store is its music department which offers a wide selection of compact discs. Its largest section is composed of an extensive collection of soundtracks, jazz and classical melodies. In addition, there is a specialized staff to help you find that special Charlie Parker or Dvorak CD. The store also carries a number of obscure box sets that are difficult to find in other music stores.

Prices, however, may be a little high. "I think the Barnes and Noble music prices are really overpriced, $18.00 for a CD, C'mon!" noted Fisher hall sophomore David Walsh.

For those who crave a little coffee while they're shopping, Barnes and Noble serves Starbucks coffee at their own Cafe. Lattes, Cappuccinos, Espresso, cakes and cookies are available to tempt patrons' palates. These special treats are on the expensive side, but delicious.

The wood tables and walls lined with caricatures of great writers (i.e. Carl Sandburg, Herman Melville, Virginia Woolf) provide for a unique ambiance and make it a great place to sit and talk or just unwind.

Many Notre Dame students are taking advantage of the area's newest hangout. "The Cafe is a great place to go and study. After a while the library gets really old," said Knott resident Nerea Arrien.

The Cafe also plays host to Barnes and Noble's special events, including book signings and open mike nights. Open to the public, these open mike sessions encourage patrons to read poetry, short stories or sing as a means to promote community involvement with the bookstore.

But what does the student body think about this monster of a bookstore? Students seem to look favorably upon the larger-than-life bookstore. Most students enjoy the fact that they can go into the store and know that they have the book that they need. "I know when I go looking for a book that it's going to be there. Their selection is so huge that they have to have what I need," said sophomore John Schoenig.

But such sentiments are in no way unanimous as some students still appreciate the charm of the smaller bookstores. Walsh resident Colleen Wamsper is one of the dissenters, "If you need a specific book I guess Barnes and Noble would be the place to go, but as far as character and mystique, I like the small used bookstores better."

Brian Ulmer of Fisher hall agrees. "I worked in a smaller bookstore over the summer and the atmosphere is definitely more personal at the smaller stores."

Barnes and Noble has reasonable prices, excellent service, and great coffee. Because of their large selection it's sometimes difficult to find what you are looking for and its sheer size may be slightly intimidating, but those problems aside, what else could you ask for? Its capacity to satisfy every intellectual taste is exactly what sets Barnes and Noble apart from its smaller predecessors.
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"There are two things about Kory Minor," Davie noted. "One, he is mature. physically and mentally. Number two, he came from a great high school program (Bishop Amat) so he has progressed faster than some other freshman. I think this is probably John Mackovic's best freshman. I think at some point he will be an excellent football player here."

That point may as well be now, especially considering the offensive firepower the Longhorns bring to town.

"I think this is probably John Mackovic's best football team he has had at Texas," Davie commented. "They are coming in averaging 36 points a game and 465 yards a game on offense. They have some outstanding skill positions athletes back."

While that may be the case, the Irish have someone coming back too — and a lot quicker than expected.

Tom DeLuca

Take a journey with hypnosis...
Make a date with your imagination!

Dates: Wed. Sept. 27
Thurs. Sept. 28
Time: 8:00 pm
Place: 101 DeBartolo
Tickets: $3 at LaFortune Information Desk

N.D. vs. Ohio State
Bus Trip

Date: 30 September 1995
Tickets: $20 for ND, SMC, HC students at the LaFortune Info. Desk
(NO GAME TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE)
Details: Leave Stepan Center @ 7am, Depart for ND 45 min. after the game

No Tickets? No Problem!
The ND Alumni Association Will have 3 Big Screen TV's In the Parking Lot!

Phillips pleads no contest to charges

Nebraska star tailback Lawrence Phillips pleaded no contest today to two misdemeanor charges and a third charge was dropped.

Phillips, who entered the plea during an unscheduled appearance in Lancaster County Court, has been suspended from the No. 2 Cornhuskers since his arrest Sept. 10.

Police said Phillips climbed to the third-floor apartment of quarterback Scott Frost, a transfer player from Stanford, and found his ex-girlfriend Kate McEwen, a sophomore basketball player, inside the apartment. Police said Phillips hit McEwen.

He is scheduled to be sentenced Dec. 1 on the misdemeanor counts of assault and trespassing. Each charge carries a maximum possible penalty of six months in jail and a $500 fine, but Lancaster County Attorney Gary Lacey said his office would recommend Phillips be given probation.

Lacey said prosecutors also would ask the court to require Phillips to receive counseling and complete an anger-control program.

Lacey said a misdemeanor charge of damaging property was dropped because Phillips agreed to pay for about $130 in damage to mailboxes that were struck as he left the apartment building.

Nebraska coach Tom Osborne said Monday he would consider allowing Phillips, a junior who had been considered a leading Heisman Trophy contender, to return to the team if he can learn to control his anger.

Osborne said Phillips' return also depends on the outcome of an NCAA investigation, his standing with team rules and the outcome of the legal case against him.

Osborne said Phillips, who rushed for 359 yards and seven touchdowns in the Huskers' first two games, could be reinstated within a month if those steps are taken. He said doctors would have to confirm that Phillips has made progress in controlling his temper.

"I told Lawrence that he definitely needs to have some sort of treatment where he can look at how to control his anger," Osborne said during the Big Eight coaches' teleconference.
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Ryder Cup teams prepare to tee off on new course

By RON SIRAK
Associated Press

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
The crisp snap in the early morning air and the shoe-soaking fairways sopping with heavy dew had a familiar feel to the European Ryder Cup team.

Just one day after arriving on the Concorde, the challengers from across the sea were finding Oak Hill Country Club, supposedly set up to the liking of the U.S. team, feeling very European.

"It's what we expected," European captain Bernard Gallacher said Tuesday. "We brought the clothes for this type of weather." And presumably they brought the games for the type of chilly weather that usually follows the European tour around.

"That's what has always bothered our boys in the U.S. Open," Gallacher said. "The hot weather. I didn't think we'd have that here in September. This is exactly what I expected."

What he got Tuesday was a day that started in the mid-40s and barely climbed above 60 by afternoon. Something even more to the liking of the Europeans — rain — was predicted for Wednesday and Thursday. That will slow down greens juiced up to U.S. Open speed.

And the forecast for Friday — when competition will start at 8 a.m. with alternate-shot play — called for "much cooler weather." And maybe even some rain. Did someone say "British Open"?

So much for the best laid plans of Wadkins, who said a million times since being named Ryder Cup captain that he wanted the U.S team to have a real home-course advantage.

Wadkins, of course, sees no problem. "Even if it rains the greens are still going to be 10 or 11," he said Tuesday, referring to the system used to measure the speed of greens. "They are probably 12 now."

And he doesn't think bad weather will benefit the Europeans. "The trick to playing in the bad weather is just to stay patient," he said. "I don't think it will favor any one team. You're talking about seasoned professionals. They can handle any weather."

The weather was only one of the worries facing Wadkins. The U.S. team trying to keep the Cup it won back from the Europeans in 1991 at Kiawah Island and defended successfully at The Belfry in 1993 is a fascinating question mark. Questions like:

- Did Wadkins do the right thing making his buddy Curtis Strange (a non-winner since 1989) a captain's choice, passing over Lee Janzen (a three-time winner this year)?
- How many good rounds are in the balky back of Wadkins' other choice, Fred Couples? Will that back stiffen up in the cool, damp weather?
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Have 2 TEXAS GA's to TRADE for 2 Navy tix

NEED 1 Tex. Stud. Tic for the mutt.

Student tickets for games. Special treats for

Will sell

TIC-

Will trade

continued from page

CALL & STAY THAT WAY.

1012

2n-0111 FOR MORE INFO.

JAZZERCISE

Student 'Activities end tickets

Needing the following positions:

9:30am to 7:30pm

6:30pm to 7:30pm

Hey, who took my

The runs will take place on Saturday, October 7 at 11:00 AM. There will be a 3 and 6 mile run. Participants can register in advance at RecSports for $5.00 and on the day of the race for $6.00. For more info call 1-6100.

Jazz Dance - RecSports will be offering a jazz dance class on Monday & Wednesday night from 6:30-7:45. There will be an information meeting on Monday, October 9 at 6:30 in Rockne Rm. 201. The fee for the class will be $25.00 and registration will start October 10.

In-Line Skating Clinic - RecSports will be offering a clinic on Monday, October 9 at 5:15 in the South Parking lot of the Joyce Center. The fee is $5.00 and call 1-6100 for more info.

The Observer is now hiring for the following paid positions:

Circulation Drivers

If you have between 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. open in your schedule and are interested in this paid position call Joe Riley at 1-5313

Happy 18th

LIZ! You're wicked cool.

Love,

PW 4B
Renola, Harris earn Big East Player of the Week honors

Observer Staff Report

Notre Dame women's soccer goalie Jen Renola and volleyball outside hitter Angie Harris earned Big East player of the week honors in their respective sports. Renola led an Irish defense that shutout No. 19 Michigan State, 3-0, and blanked No. 3 Stanford, 2-0, last week.

A first team All-American a year ago, Renola has not faced more than five shots in any of Notre Dame's six victories in 1995. The Irish have opened the '95 campaign with six shutouts, setting a Notre Dame record for consecutive blankings.

Harris was named Most Valuable Player of the Mortar Board Purdue Premier, her second MVP award in three tournaments in 1995. Harris hit .352 with 45 kills as the Irish swept through the Premier, the Volleyball magazine tourney with a weekly report.

Despite not facing many shots on goal this year, Irish goalie Jen Renola was named Big East Player of the Week.

Belles continued from page 16 because she was not feeling well. As a result, two freshmen, Mary Kay Hoffman and Monica Cenanec, were moved into the starting lineup. Many feel that these two played very well and could be seeing more starts in the future.

"We're playing more together as a team and our defense is looking really strong," Cenanec said. "The offense has been having trouble but Monday they were able to put it away."

Interhall continued from page 16

Hepburn and running back Allison Kriegel. Hepburn, a former varsity athlete, hurried back a total of six times.

"We won because of our dedication to practicing hard, and our team spirit," she said. All that on her twentieth birthday.

PE 6 Off Campus 0

The Crimies look tough to beat. With all the talent they possess, they fell one touch-

Scholz plans to make some changes in the offense which has been struggling so far this season. He plans to work harder on making the middle tougher and scoring more.

"Everyone has been playing really well," Scholz said. "Even though we have suffered a few losses, this is not a bad team."

On Thursday Saint Mary's will face Wheaton at home. The match is scheduled to start at 4:00 p.m. at Angela Athletic Field. The Belles expect this to be a tough game but Scholz says he has confidence in his team and is looking forward to the matchup.

Have something to say? Use Observer classifieds.

FREE PHONE CALLS

An Exaggeration?

Not if you're spending more than 25 bucks a month talking to people in Elkhart, Goshen, Bristol, Danlap, Middlebury and Wakarusa areas. Why pay high long distance charges when you can pay a low flat monthly fee? You can call as often as you want and talk as long as you wish for only $23.00 per month. No special lines or installation needed. We can start your service today!

1-800-360-4990

Get a load of this!

i like cows, but not to eat them
i like cows, i like to greet them
cows are fun, you shouldn't put them in a hamburger bun
or on the grill in your backyard
or on the grill in your backyard

IT DOESN'T GET MUCH BETTER THAN THIS.

6' Party Sub
As low as $37.95.

NOTRE DAME MEN'S SOCCER
FREE admission with your ND/SMC Student ID.

Wednesday, September 20, 1995
CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 City west of Mumbai, India
2 Special workers for short
3 Any ship
4 One way to read
5 Provide with gas
6 Fridge, e.g.
7 1960's movie song
8 Dark side
9 Word of lament
10 Offensive
11 "Brand New Key" singer, 1971
12 Stick in the rec room
13 Excessive
14 Vegetarian's bane
15 Toothpick holder's joy
16 Fis for a king
17 Toddler
18 Three-card monte, e.g.
19 Bring up to code, electrically
20 Hang up
21 Greenspan's domain, with "the"
22 Olympic skier
23 "Brand New Key" singer, 1971
24 Office napper of the day
25 Bristle brush
26 Comes with a pad
27 KittySPORT
28 Alex Trebek, e.g.
29 Amphetamine

DOWN
1 Mystery writer
2 Cricket squad
3 Nazar
4 Creation
5 Thespians
6 U.S.-Croatian inventor
7 Jury member
8 1907-08 World Series champs
9 "That guy!"
10 Out of touch with reality
11 Classic 1973 Bob Marley song
12 One who's toasted or roasted
13 Small hole
14 Card game for two
15 Eddie Murphy movie
16 Computer power
17 Aida colleague
18 Olympic skier
19 Gold medalist
20 Office napper of the day
21 Bristle brush
22 Comes with a pad
23 KittySPORT
24 Alex Trebek, e.g.
25 Amphetamine

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1. Aida colleague
2. Olympic skier
3. Gold medalist
4. Office napper of the day
5. Bristle brush
6. Comes with a pad
7. KittySPORT
8. Alex Trebek, e.g.
9. Amphetamine

YOUR HOBOSCOPE

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1995

(For your personalized daily Divine horoscope, based on your own day of birth. Call 1-900-787-7878. You pay 99 cents a minute)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY IN THE NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: An employment situation will show steady improvement. Do not let the worry hinders you from distling an important assignment. When higher-ups are demanding, redouble your efforts, bonuses will be generous. A promotion or raise is likely early in 1996. Press your luck in money because costly isn't likely to stick. Stick close to the one you love. Prevention will win a healthy condition. Exercise will bring you happiness.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY: Matt Dillon, Larry King, dwarf man, TV pitchman. Larry King, dwarf man, TV pitchman. Larry King, dwarf man, TV pitchman. Larry King, dwarf man, TV pitchman.

Taurus (April 20-May 20): A financial discussion stimulates a loan or better understanding between two parents. Eliminate a job competition by asking for innovative suggestions.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A wonderful day to pursue major goals. Your enthusiasm and confidence are evident in your voice and manner. Listen to your instincts when making an all-or-nothing decision. Open up to an associate.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Domestic and career aims could cross swords today. Show respect for other viewpoints lest you undervalue someone's feelings. A friend's foolish attempt at attention. Up your awesome energy levels. Romance takes on interesting turns.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Despite more challenges, you feel much better about yourself and your situation. Be on the lookout for new career and business opportunities. Clarity of thought long standing are blessed with greater harmony, joyous.

AQUARIUS (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): Keep your spirits soaring. trips are on the horizon. You're not stopping you! A financial risk can lead to a small fortune. A friend will be a true host to a special group. Take care that your spirits aren't too high.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Use your travel plans and the arts to your advantage. Greatness is ahead when you set your mind to it.

ELEPHANT

A DOG 34: TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1995

For more information on the health risks of smoking or smoking cessation classes, please contact the office of Alcohol and Drug Education at 7970

The number of Americans who die each day from cigarettes...

...would be more than the amount of people who would die if two jet airliners collided in mid air and killed all of the passengers-

DID YOU KNOW?
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JEFF
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Holtz defies odds with quick return to action

By TIM SHERMAN
Associate Sports Editor

Los Holtz had a lot going against him entering his surgery last week. He's getting up there in age and he's by no means the strongest guy around. Plus, his operation happens to be one of the most pressured packed in America, allowing him to sleep little more than two or three hours a day.

There was one thing in his favor though, he is Lou Holtz.

That being the case, when the doctors predicted he'd be missing in action for a month, many didn't think Holtz scoffed. They boldly bumped up his return date to, in all probability, the Ohio State game.

Well, Holtz has always been one to rise to a challenge and a little neck brace wasn't going to change that. The fiery commander of the Irish is now expected to be back in control on Saturday, as he will oversee things from upstairs.

"I think he is going to be in the press box on Saturday," offensive coordinator Dave Roberts said Tuesday. "He will wear a headset and he looked up to everybody."

All throughout last week, Roberts and interim coach Bob Davie were hoping to have things just as organized as when Holtz left. Judging by the appearance of last week's romp over Vanderbilt, things look to be even better.

"To beat Vanderbilt the way we did was really good for us, having been through what we had been through," Davie appraised. "I see us becoming a pretty dominant offensive team."

But being the defense mind of the Irish, Davie wasn't about to ignore his guys, particularly linebackers Bert Berry and Kory Minor.

"First of all, Bert Berry is a great person. He is also a good, solid football player. You can ask Bert to do a bunch of different things. He can be a pass rusher, a pass dropper and play man-to-man. He is a young man who now has to be a person in a position over and over until he feels comfortable."

Surprisingly enough, the freshman Minor has achieved a comfort level.

---

Interhall women blank opponents

By FREDDY CHIU and
Soccer Writers

As the mist filled the field, the Knott Angels, once again, found themselves third and long. All eyes fell on the coach for the critical call. The huddle formed.

The call, once again, was out of the shotgun formation.

Although this play was always a dead end for the offensive set, the Knott Angels finally prevailed over the Siegfried Slammers 6-0.

In one run by Megan Hayes, the Angels ended their three long years of losing. Oh, what a glorious day. The play was sparked by her all-star teammate's. Kristen Langen, block which resulted in a 30-yard TD run. With only a couple of minutes to go, the Slammers could have the chance to tie the game. Siegfried reached the

---

Belles cruise to 2-0 victory

By NICOLE BORDA

There seems to be a ray of hope for the Saint Mary's soccer team. After finishing last season with merely four wins, the Belles have already achieved half that number with two games left to play in the season. Their record currently sits at 2-0 and will definitely help them to their second win.

Saint Mary's Lisa Nichols helped lead the Belles to a 2-0 victory. The Belles' defense. "I will not start her (Juster) the next game and she will not be practicing. She needs to be okay before I can let her play again," Scholz said.

Injury has certainly been a big factor for Saint Mary's this season. Sophomore Sandra Gaus played Monday after being sidelined from practice with a pulled quadracep. Brigid Keyes, who recently suffered a knee injury, will not start her again.

---

Football

The Observer/John Nits

Linebacker Bert Berry and the Irish defense will have to step up this weekend to contain Texas' high-powered offense that averages nearly 470 yards a game.

---

Women's Soccer

The Observer/Kevin Klau

All throughout last week, Roberts and interim coach Bob Davie were hoping to have things just as organized as when Holtz left. Judging by the appearance of last week's romp over Vanderbilt, things look to be even better.

"To beat Vanderbilt the way we did was really good for us, having been through what we had been through," Davie appraised. "I see us becoming a pretty dominant offensive team."

But being the defense mind of the Irish, Davie wasn't about to ignore his guys, particularly linebackers Bert Berry and Kory Minor.

"First of all, Bert Berry is a great person. He is also a good, solid football player. You can ask Bert to do a bunch of different things. He can be a pass rusher, a pass dropper and play man-to-man. He is a young man who now has to be a person in a position over and over until he feels comfortable."

Surprisingly enough, the freshman Minor has achieved a comfort level.

---
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Phillips pleads no contest.